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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF LOW-DRAG SUPERSONIC INLETS HAVING A CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION AND A CENTRAL BODY 
AT MACH NUMBERS OF 3.30, 2.75, AND 2.45 1 
By ANTONIO FERRI and LO UI S l\I. N UCCI 
SUMMARY 
A discussion oj inlet having a circular C1'OSS section and a 
central body, designed jor high ]vlach numbe1's, has been made. 
The optimum relation ·hip between extemal and internal uper-
sonic compres ion has been discussed with respect to the external d1'ag and the maximum pre U1'e 1'ecovery. Practical design 
c1'iteria have been given and tests oj inlet configurations designed jr'om these criteria have been pr'esented jor' lV[ach numbers oj 
3 .30, 2.75, and 2.45 and for corresponding R eynold number 
ranging jr'om 3.5 X l06 to 3.0X l 06. ralues oj maximum 
pre sure recovery and hadowgraJJhs jor different combinations 
oj central body and cowling hape and jo?' d~tferent positions oj 
central body relai1've to cowling have been given. The result oj 
the te t have been analyzed and show that, with the proper 
election oj geometric and aerwlynamic parameters, high pre -
sure reCOVe1'y and low drag can be obtained. P re su?'e recoveries 
oj 0.57, 0.67, and 0.78 at ]vlach numbe?'s oj 3.30, 2.75, and 
2 .45, re pectively, have been obtained with very low external drag. 
I TT ROD UCTIO 
In the design of sup ersonic inlets for ram jets and turbojet, 
two parameters are of fundamental importance: the maxi-
mum pre sure recovery obtainable from the inlet 'for a given 
Mach number and the drag du e to the aerodynamical 
phenomena of the inlet. The relative importance of the 
two parameters depends on 'the practical application being 
con idered; therefore, an exact discussion of the optimum 
inlet de ign is not po sible. However, in general, it is 
po sible to how that the drag du e to the deceleration of 
flow from high speeds to low speeds become more important 
when the fre -stream :Mach number increase. 
sually for ram-jet burners and turboj et compre SOl' , the 
flow must be decelerated to speeds of the order of 0.2 to 0.3 
of the peed of sound. T herefore, at low free- tream uper-
ODic J\1ach numbers of 1.4 to 2.0, the maximum cro s-
sectional area is at the burner or the compressor. (For the 
turbojet the actual Mach number in front of the compre or 
is u ually higher than the values of 0.2 and 0.3 previou ly 
mentioned, bu t the total cro s section, if th central part 
of the compressor is al 0 considered, corresponds to Mach 
numbers of that order.) For this reason, an external shock 
drag alway exists regardless of the type of inlet con idered. 
Thu ', the external hock drag can be efficien tly used fo r the 
compre sion of the flo\·., which goe into the inlet. I n the 
range of free-stream }.Iach numbers between 1.4 and 2.0, it 
is usually po ible to de ign any particular type of inlet 
withou t any large difference in external drag (ref. 1). There-
fore , the parameter of external drag is not of primary impor-
tancein de termining the type of inlet. However , it i 
important that the aerodynamic de ign of the inlet be made 
correctly. This correct design depends e entially on the 
fact that, in the ~Iach number range con idered, a given 
external drag mu t exi t and the upersonic deceleration of 
the flow can produce only a small increase in pressure along 
the boundary of the stream tube which goes into the inlet. 
Therefore, the compres ion an 1 ubsequent hock that can 
be produced in the flow by the entering tream tube cmmot be too large. This compre ion i of the same order as the 
increase in pre sure and corre ponding shock nece ary at 
the lip of the cowling to provide an aerodynamically good 
shape for the body which co ntain the ram jet or turbojet. 
In thi lower J\I a~h number range, upersonic inlet with a 
large part or all super onic external compression are con-
sidered very good because the maximum pres ure recovery 
which can be obtained i higher than for other types of 
inlet; and with good aerodynamic design, the increase in 
external drag due to external compres ion can be reduced 
or neutralized. 
The increa e in pressure recovery in this range is u cful 
for two rea ons: (1) the thru t per unit mass flow mcrea e ; (2) for a constant mas flow the ize of the burner decreases 
becau e the density in front of the burner is higher. When 
the size of the burner deCl'eases, the external diameter of the 
ram jet or turbojet decr ases, and thus the overall drag is less. 
A the value of the free- tream Mach number increa es, 
the consideration of drag connected with the inlet becomes 
more important. Indeed, the external shape of the body 
t end in many ca e to approach a cylinder; therefore, the 
mininmm nece sary shock drag produced by the external 
shape of the body which contains the ram jet or turbojet 
decreases greatly and can approach zero. However, the drag which can be produced by the aerodynamic phenomena 
due to the external compre sion of th flow which enters the 
inlet increase greatly as the lIach number increa es. 
1 upersedes recently declassified NACA RM L RI3, "Tbeoretical and Experimen tal Analysis of Low-Drag Supersonic Inlets Raving a Circulal' Cross Section and a Central Dodyat :Macb umbers oC 3.30,2.75, and 2.45" by Antonjo Ferri and Louis M. N ucci, 194 . 
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Thercl'ore, thc cliR'en'nccs in cxtcl'llfll drag bet"-ee n d iffc rent 
typcs of inlcts call be H'ry large_ The increase in d rag 
produced by a large external compression is du e to the large 
increase in pre sure and to thc correspondino-ly large d evia-
tion of the stream dircct ion at the lip of t he cowli ng. The 
deviation o f the tn'3m l'rquires a larO'c in clination of the l ip 
of the cowling with ]'('spect to the undis turbed strram ; 
therefore, the ratio of tIl<' maximum cro, s cctio n of the body 
\\'hich contains the inlet to the cross section of the free -stream 
tu be must be huge. No,,-, for a constant v('locity in front 
of the burner or compres or and co n tant c ro s section 
of the burner or of the compre SO l', t il<' free-stream tu be 
increases when the free- tream \[ ach Ilumber illcreascs; 
therefore, for lVfac h numbers gn'ater than those prev iously 
con idereel, the maximum cross ection of t he ram jet or 
turbojet occur, at the en tmnce of the inlet ancl not at the 
hurner or at the comp l'es or. III this ca e, an increase of 
pre su re recovery no longer permi ts a decrease in the ize 
of tbe boely that co n tain the turbojet or ram jet but in some 
cases requires a n il1cJ'('ase of body diameter. In t his range 
o[ 11ach numbers, the drag i a fundamen tal parameter in the 
selection of an inlet. 
III order to g ive 311 idea of the changes which occur wh ell 
t he 1Iach number incrrases, a comparison has been macl e 
between inlet having all extemal compres ion alld a ll 
internal compression for frer-stream :;\Iach numbers equal 
to J.6 and 3 .0. For a 1lach number of ] ,6 t he pres ure 
reco\'cry \\'hich can he expected for an inlet wi th intemal 
compress ion is of the order of O. 7 (ref. 2), ,,-hereas for an 
inlet with all extel'l1al compl'e ion the pH' me recovcry 
ca ll he o f th orelc'!' of 0.94 (reF. 1). If the c]'os - ec tional 
nrea of till' fl're- t!'ram t ub rs arc assumed as the a rea of 
referencl' and arc considered equal [01' both case, t hr n the 
maximum cro ection of thc burn e' r for a \[ach numher in 
fro ll t of the' burncr of 0.:3 is l. 7 t imes the cros section' of 
the frel'- tn'am tu be fo I' thr case ,,-i th in ternal compression 
nndl.7:3 times the ('1'0 ection of the free-stream tube for the 
cuse \\-ith rxtel'llal compre ion . An -perce n t. cl e('1'ea e in 
nuuimum cross section o f the bllrn er i obtained for t he inlet 
\\'ith rxternal compre sion. If the fru stum of a rig ht circular 
cOile having a 6° haH-angle is assumecl as t he external sha , e 
of a n inlet with intcl'J1al com])re s ion (fio-. 1), the pres ure 
cOl'fficie n t P at the lip of the co \\"lin o- i 0.192 and hecomes of 
the o rd er of 0.05:3 at orne eli tance from the lip . If the local 
~lach number at the entrance of the in let i a umed to be 
1.0, the incl ination o[ thl' li p [oj' the inlet with external 
compress ion beco me of t he ord er of 14° aud the pre sure 
coeffi cien t P becomes O.M. Howev C'l', along t he surface 
the pressure coefficient decrca es ve ry rapidly to zero and the 
drag of the t\\·o inlet is o[ the same order of mao'nitudc 
(ref. 1), 
}f a pres ure recovery of 0.49 at a \la{'11 number of :LO is 
assumed for an inlet with all inLernal comp ression and th e 
~Ia('h nwnber in fron t of Lhe burner is Ji.wd at 0. 30, the cross-
ectional area of the bU1'ncr is 0.981 of the C1'OS - ectional 
area of the free-stream tube (fig. 2) . Therefore, for s uch an 
inlet, the external shape of the ram jet 01' turboj e t can be 
cylindrical with a diameter e.qual to that of the free-stream 
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FIGURE l.- CharacLef'isLic of inleLs of circular cro section with all 
internal and all external compression for a :'IIach number of 1.6. 
(All dimension are in inches.) 
lube, an d the hock drag can be zero. If the sp ed in front 
of the bW'ner OJ' ('omp['es or decrease l ighLly, the maximum 
nos section of the. ram jet or turbojeL incl'ea e but till i 
of the sam e order of m agni tucl e a the cross section of the 
frce-stream Lube . ,Yhen an inlet with all ex ternal compre -
ion is considered for the sam e \Iach number, the deviation 
of t he lip of the cowling lUU t be of th e order of 33° if the 
exte l'l1al hock is at lh e lip of the cowling, and, therefore, 
Lhe prc ure coeffic ient at the lip will be of the order of 
P =1.036. Therefore even if a very rapid expansion i 
introducecl n eal' the lip , the exLernal drag coefficient will 
always be very large. B eca use a dcviation of 33° i nece -
sary at the lip , it i a pparen t that the ma);·imum diameter of 
Lhe body whi ch contains the inlet (fi g. 2) must be larger than 
Lhe free- tJ'eam Lube diameter. For high free- Lream Mach 
number of th order o[ 3.0, a oompl'omise mu t b e made 
between the increase in pre sure r ecovery and the increa e 
in drag. Ther efore, i t i nece sary to determine the pre sure 
recovery for inlet with low external drag in ord er to have 
information for the propel' election of inl t , 
On the ba is of the e con iderations, a preliminary inve ti-
gation was conducted in the Gas D ynamic ection of 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory in order to de termine the 
optimum pressure recovery which could be obtained for 
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FIGURE 2.-Characieri t ic of inlet of circular cros sccLion ,,"iih all 
internal and all external compression for a :\Iach number of 3.0. 
(All dimension are in inches.) 
low-drag inlets i.n the range of 11ach numbers between 2.45 
and 3.30. The results permit a compari on of those inlet 
with inlets designed primarily by the criterion of obtaining 
very high pres ure recovery (ref. 3 and 4) without considera-
tion for reducing the external drag. The inlets inve tigated 
were nose inlet with partially exLernal and partially inlernal 
super onic compression. They were designed after a prelimi-
nary analy is of the condition required in order to hav(' 
low ('x lernal drag. In these inleLs, compression througb 
a conical hock is u ed to obtain exlernal compres ion. Dif-
feren L values of cone angle, central-body diameter, cowlino-
hape, and central-body position relative to the cowling 
were included in the te t. The resulLs provide a O"ood 
aerodynamic design of the inlet for every practical case, 
becaus in practical applications the maximum diameLer of 
the body which contains the ram jet or tmbojet i given. 
When lhe ('xternal diameler of the body and the ize of lhe 
free- Lrcam tube of the en toring flow are known, the minimum 
pos ible exLernal drag which must be inculTed can be evalu-
ated. The proportion between in ternal and external diffu-
ion used in the inlet can be determi11 ed with the criLerion of 
produ ing a drag of the ame order a the minimum drag 
fixed by the ratio between diameter of the free-stream tube 
and the maximum diameter of the body. 
IIo 
Ha 
TJ,dHo 
.110 
.\1 
Po 
P 
P 
1]0 
.I. 
SYMBOLS 
maximwn diameler of central body 
d iameter of cowling at lip 
ratio of maximum central-body diameLer to diam-
eter at cowlillg lip, termed herein "central-bocly-
diameter parameter" 
total pre ure of free stream 
total pressure after diffusion 
total-pres w·e recovery 
free- Lream ;" loch munber 
local .?-.l ach number 
free-stream static pre ure 
local Lal i pre llre 
pre ure coefficient, P- Po 
qo 
free-stream dynamic preSSlu·e 
radiu of central body 
internal radius of cowling 
external radius of cowling 
radill of curvature of central-body fairing 
coordinate along cente-r lin of inlet configuration 
hock-wave angle 
kineLic-energy effici cney 
emiangle of cone of central body 
cowling-posiLion parameter (angle between axi of 
diffu r and line joining apex of cone to lip of 
cowling) 
cowling-po iLion parameter for which conical 
hock wave coincide with lip of cowling 
owling-posiLion parameter for which Lh in Lernal 
contraclion raLio corre ponds to the value 
given by one-dimensional theory a Lhe maxi-
nnun conLmction ratio for which Lhe internal 
cliffu er tar L at Lhe ;"lach number at lhe 
entrance of Lhe di[user 
AERODYNAMIC CRITERIA USED I THE DESIG OF 
THE I LETS TESTED 
In order to obtain high pre ure recovery in uper onic 
inlel , it is nec(' ary Lo d celerale the au· from the free-sLream 
:-'J ach number first Lo a low upel" onic peed with mall hock 
10 e and then Lo U b onic peed ",ith a shock n('ar J1 = ] . 
The cliffu ion of the super onic stream can occur before the 
tl·eam enter the inlet (ext('rnal compre sion) or inside the 
inleL (internal compression ). Th ('xternal compre ion i 
produced by compre ion wave or shock wavc , which are 
genera led by the cenLral body and Lend to converge 1,0 form 
only one shock wave. Thi hock wave an exLend beyond 
lhe sLream tube which enter Lhe inlet, 0 that a variation of 
momenLum occur in the ext('rnal flow and, lherdol"e-, an 
exlernal drag is produced. In the tream tube ('11 toring the 
inlet, the compre ion can be very nearly i entropic, and the 
external compr ion therdore be ome v('ry efficient. The 
internal compression occur \\-ithout illterference from the 
out ide flow and Lherefore doc not affect extel·nal drag. Tb e 
maximum compre ion which can actually OCCllI" depends on 
Lhe maximum pos ible contraction of the tream permittcd 
by the starting condilions (ref. 2). Inlets withinterna.l 
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(0) 
(a ) Internal compression. 
(b) External compres ion. 
FIGURE 3.-Superson ic flow phenomena into inlets. 
compression give very low pre sure recoverie for high 1\lach 
numbers. 
In order to obtain high pressure recovery and low external 
d rag, use of external compre sio n i neces ary; however, the 
compression waves produced from the external compre ion 
must not be allowed to extend to the flow out ide the inlet. 
Thi cond ition can be met by allowing all the compression 
waves to meet the inlet at the lip and then introducing a 
finite variation in the flow direction at the lip (fig. 3(a)) . In 
thi case the compre sion wave are reHected in ide the inlet 
and do no t extend to the external flow . This design de-
creases or eliminates the external drag and permi ts the use of 
external compre sion, which reduces the limitation of the 
starting cond ition . However, the maximum value of exter-
nal compres ion which can be employed is fixecl by the con-
dition of supersonic flow at the lip of the cowling. In order 
to clarify the existence of tll is limitation, consider the super-
sonic diffu er shown in fj o- ure 3 (a). The stream is com-
pres ed by compres ion waves produce~ along the central 
body OD . The compres ion waves meet at A. However, 
the intemallip angle of the cowling is parallel to the direction 
of the undisturbed flow ; therefore, the compression waves are 
reflected internally as a shock wave AE from the point A. If 
the flow at A is supersonic, no interference between the inter-
nal and external flow exists, and, therefore, no ex ternal shock 
drag is produced by the internal flow. Because the reflec tion 
that eliminates the deviation of the stream must produce a 
shock wave of finite strength, the reflec tion at A is po sible 
only if the maximum deviation corre ponding to the Mach 
n umber at A behind the compression wave DA is som what 
larger than the deviation which must occur across the shock 
AE. The maximum possible inten ity of the refl ec ted hock 
at A is determined not only by th e condition at A but also 
by the necessity of reflection of the shock AE at the urface 
of the cen tral body, poin t E . Al 0 this condition require 
that the refl ected hock AE be of small intensity in order to 
obtain high pressure recovery. If the internal urface at the 
lip of the inlet is parallel to the free tI·eam , the maximum 
external compres ion which can be used is small because the 
deviatio n across the reflected shock at A i equal to the 
deviation clue to the external compres iOll . 
The in ternal compres ion followin g the external com-
pre sion ODA i limited by the star ting condi tions; therefore, 
the total compression is far from the isentropic. In the 
cherne analyzed , the inten ity of the external compre sion 
is limi ted by the intensity of the reflected shock wave at A; 
therefore, the inten ity of the extern al compre sion can be 
increased if t he lip of the cowl ing i lightly inclined ,,-ith 
re pect to the free tream (fig. 3(b)) . I n th is case, the in-
tensity of the reflecte ] shock wave AE is red uced. Therefore, 
the ::\Iach number at A behind the C'ompres ion wave ODA 
can be reduced and the external co mpres ion increa ed. A 
shock wave AG is thereby produced in the external flow \ 
which generates external shock drag. Because the external 
hock drag depends directly on the variation oE entropy 
across the external shock waves, the shock d rag can be 
reduced by producing a rapid expansion along AH in the 
zone near A that decrea e the intensity of the shock AG. 
The in tensity of the shock which can be accepted at A j 
dependent on external-drag co nside'rations and cannot be 
fixed by general cri teri a,. In par ticular, the value elected 
for the i nclina tion of the lip of the co wling is a function of 
thc ratio between the cro ection of the free-stream tube 
and the maximum diameter of the body which contain the 
ram jet or the tu rbojet. U ually in practical application 
for free-stream J\Iach numbers of the order of 3.0 the maxi-
mum diameter of the body co nta ining the ram jet or turbo-
jet is sligh tly larger than the diameter of the cowling at the 
lip and , therefore, an external shock drag mll t exi t. In 
.this case, thi external drag can be lI-sed in order to increa e 
the i,ntensity of the external compre sion and , therefore, the 
total-pressure recovery, since a shock wave of some in tensity 
can be accepted at A without increasing the minimum ex-
ternal drag required for the body. 
If the lip angle of the cowling is fixed so a to permit 
reflection of the compres ion waves, the internal shape of 
the inlet must be designed so that internal super onic flow 
can occur. Thi condition establishes the value of the maxi-
mum contraction · ratio that can be used for the internal 
compression. The contraction ratio , which is a fun ction of 
the Mach number existin o- behind the external compr ion, 
can be obtained to a fir t approximation with the one-
dimensional cri teria given in reference 2. 
In order to have supersonic flow inside the inlet independ-
ent of the startino- condition , it is necessary that the internal 
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channel be designed with the criteria of permitting the 
exi tence of the shock AE (fig . 3(b)). The shock AE pro-
duced by the lip of the cowling can exist if the shape of the 
central body at E permits r eflection of the shock AE. If 
the boundary-layer effect is n eglected, this condition can b e 
re pected by electing th e lip angle and the shape of the body 
near E in ueh a manner that the Mach number and the 
d irection of the flow at E permits the r flection of the hock. 
However, the presence of a well-developed boundary layer 
at E make the problem more difficult. The reflection at E 
cannot b e exactly determined by th eoretical analysis. When 
the shock AE i strong and the botmdary layer ahead of E 
ha undera-one a large po itive pressure gradien t, eparation 
can occur behind the shock 0 that a reduction of the geo-
metrical ection and choking of the internal diffuser result . 
For this reason, e pecially when th e chosen value of th fl 
external compre ion is small, it is often more convenient 
to obtain all the com pres ion across fl, hock wave from the 
apex of the central body rather than acros gradual com-
pre sion wave produced along the urface OD, since th e 
compression wave produce a po itive pI' sur e gradien t that 
increases the thickne s of the boundary layer. The po si.-
bili ty of the reflection can be assured by in troducina- a local 
expansion in fron t of the point of reflection E. 
I In figure 4 i hown the design of an inlet in which the e 
I' 
I ' cri teria were u ed. The figure al 0 give the flow analysis 
I). / obtained with the characteristics theory (ref. 5). The central 
v body of the inlet ha a semicone angle of 25°, and for the 
de ign Mach number of 3.301 the hock generated by the 
cone i reflected at the lip of the cowlina-. The lip of the 
cowling has an internal inclination of 4° with respect to the 
free s tream. The Mach numb er b ehind the conical hock is 
2.30 and the deviation acro the conical hock i 17°51'; 
therefore, the reflccted ,,-ave corre pond to a deviation of 
13°51'. Thc maximum possible deviation for a 11ach 
number of 2.30 is of the order of 27°. The difference be-
twcen maximum deviation of 27° and the deviation u cd at 
A i large becau e the inlet ha been designcd to have internal 
upersonic flow also for large angle of yaw for which the 
a surance of reiiection of the shock from the lip at the s urface 
of thc central body becomes more critical. The maximum 
iut m al diameter of th e cowling is 1.052 of the free-str am 
tube diameter. 
The Mach number behind the refl ected wave at the lip is 
1.760. The reflected wave tends to b ecome tronger near the 
axi ; therefore, in order to permit refl ection of the shock 
from the central body and to avoid too large an internal con-
traction ratio, an expan ion i introduced along the central 
body which accelerates the flow along the urface. A throat 
of almo t constant cros ection was added in order to de-
(Tea e the effect of separation behind the trong bock. 
By oon idering all shock losses, an average theoretical 
pre sure recovery of 0.62 was obtained for thi configuration. 
The eXl)erimen tal value can be expected to be ncar this 
val ue if boundary-layer epllration is avoided. The boundary 
layer increases the actual in ternal contraction ratio , 0 that 
the efficiency of the internal supersonic compression i in-
erca eel , but the 10 e du e to the friction , which are not con-
, 
sidered in thi analysis, decrease the efficiency and tend 
to produce some instability in the flow. In order to eliminate 
this in tability, the shock cannot be at the throat of the 
internal diffuser and, therefore, the effici ency of the super-
sonic compression decrea es. 
The external shock drag for tllis inlet ha b een determined 
analytically for the same Mach number. The external shape 
selected and the external shock configuration and pressure 
distribution are hown in figure 4. The ratio betvveen th~ 
maximum external cros -sectional area and the en tering 
free-stream-tube area is 1.167 . The drag coefficient ba ed 
on th maximum area of t he cowling cross section is 0.00 1 
and become 0.0095 if the free-stream-tube area is used . 
The drag of the cowling is m all in comparison with the drag 
of inlets with larger ex ternal compression. For example, for 
an inlet with very la:rge ex ternal compre sion (diffuser no. 3, 
ref. 4), Oswatitsch used a similar analysis and found for a 
Mach number of 2.9 an external drag coefficient of 0.43 
when the maximum cro ection of the inlet was considered 
and of 0.90 when the maximum free- tream tube area wa 
considered . Thi inlet has a very high pressure recovery but 
a very high drag, e pecially if referred to the free-stream tube 
area, becau e the ratio b etween the area of the maximum 
cro s section of the body to the free- tream-tube area is of 
the order of 2 .1. This ratio canno t be much smaller since 
the deviation required at the lip i very large (of the order 
of 35°). 
When th e free-stream Mach number in front of the inlet 
shown in figure 4 is reduced an d the internal conLraction 
r atio becomes too large, a strong shock must b e expected 
near the entrance of th e inlet, a hown in figure 5. For thi 
condition, the pre ure l' covery does not decrea e greatly 
because th e Ilach number behind th e conical shock is low, 
but th e external drag increa e. However, al oin thi case 
the external drag cannot be very large if the diameter of the 
free-stream tube of the cowling is not much less than the 
maximum possible diameter of the free- tream tube for the 
de ign condition becau e the external hock decrea es in 
inten ity very rapidly owing to the expan ion around th e 
cowling. 
MODELS A D EXPERIME TAL SYSTEM 
In order to have ome experimental value of pre ure 
recovery which can b e obtained with inlets of thi kind, 
models with different geometrical parameter were con-
structed and te ted in an intermittent -flow jet. Fo r com-
pari OD, an inlet with very large external compre sion wa 
also te ted. 
The general arrangement of the model te ted i shown 
in figure 6. Each model has a central body supported by 
three equally spaced treamlined truts placed in the sub-
onie diffu3er. The pressure r ecovery h a been determined 
by nine total-pressure tube which permitted a survey along 
two radii in th e maximum cro s section of the diffuser. The 
static pressure wa also determined at two radii in the maxi-
mum cross section of th e diffuser. The local Mach number 
at this ection in whi.ch th e pressm'e r ecovery was mf'a ueed 
was of the order of 0.15 for Mo=3.30 and 0.2 for M o=2.45. 
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FrGUJm 5.- F low configuration of an inlet operati1lg below the de.·ign 
Mach number. 
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FIGURE 6.-General a rran gement of models tested. 
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The average pre sure recovery was obtained by th e equation : 
1fT; 
H a -A 27rp local l' dl' 
G. I 
T b 
where A is the area at the measming plane, Tb th e radius of 
the central body, and 1' j the internal radius of the cowling, 
The back pre m e was regulated dming the te ts by mean~ 
of a movable plug which wa placed on the end of th e cen-
tral body. 
The test models were so design ed that th e hape of the 
cowling, the shape of the central body, and the po~ ition 01 
the central body with 1'e pect to the cowling (given by the 
cowling-position pftrametCl' 81) could be easily changecl. The 
posit ion of the central body wa varied by moving it ax ially. 
T ests were mad6 with the po ition of the central body fixed 
before the te ts (constant-geometry diffuser) and a few test 
were made in which the posit ion of the central boely wa 
varied (and hence the internal-contraction ratio changed) 
clming the test (variable-g ometry diffu er). Thi part of 
the inve tigation wa not extensive because no gains in 
pres m e recovery were obtained by varying the geometry at 
a fixed :Mach number. 
All the cowliJ)gs tested are shown in 11O'ure 7. Four cowl-
ing shapes were con idered . Becau e no external chaO' meas-
urement were considere:l in th.is erie of to t., only the 
x 
\ 
x Internal rodius, 'I', in. 
O~ 2° 4~ 7" 7°,10° 
Lorge-external-
x, in. compression 
cowling cowl ing cowling cowl ing, r 
0 0 .750 0 .750 0 .765 0.630 
. 10 .750 .757 .769 .700 
.20 .750 .764 .778 
.732 
.30 .750 .770 .791 .750 
.40 .750 .778 .800 .750 
.50 .750 .785 .804 .750 
.60 .750 .79 1 .805 .750 
.70 .750 .797 .806 .750 
0 / 
lri --x 
.80 .750 .800 .804 .750 
4 .20 .750 .800 .800 .750 
5.00 .800 .800 .800 .800 
j 
FIGURE 7.-Cowlings te ted. (All dimensions are in inches.) 
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lip angles and the internal cowling sh apes were designed with 
aero:iynamic criteria. Three of the cowlings were designed 
so as to have internal and e .. Lernal lip anglE'S , respect-ively, 
of 0° and 2°, 4° and 7°, and 7° and 10°. 'rhe actual shape 
of the 7°,10° cowling te ted and given in figure 7 is sligh tly 
different from the original design . Thi difference, due to 
construction is localized at the lip and i small ; t.h erefore, 
the cowling was not rebuilt. The fourth cowling hown is 
that used in the inlet with large external compression and 
was built according to tbe de ign given in r eference 4. 
The central-body shape used arc hown in figme 8. The 
two fundamental parameters considered in the design of the 
central bodies were the semicone angle ec and the central-
body-diameter parameter Db/D l . The cone angle fixes the 
intensity of the external compression, and the ratio Db/Dl, 
together with the cowling-posit ion parameter el , fixes 
the internal contraction ratio. The central body of the 
model with large exLemal co mpression given in fi gure (d) 
wa derived (like that of th e cowling) from the data in 
reference 4. Th e dim ensions of the model eli cussed in 
reference 4 were not exactly given ; t.herefore, tests were made 
for different cowling-position parameters. 
The models were tested at thr ee free-stream Mach numbers 
of 3.30,2.75, and 2.45 at approximately zero angle of attack. 
orne value of internal contraction ratio as a function of 
cowling-po ition parameter el for various central-body 
diameters were calcul ated in order to obtain an experimental 
check on the one-dimen ion al th eory (ref. 2) for the tarting 
conditions and are hown in figu res 9 to 11 . The in tel'l1al 
contraction ratio has been calculated for a section perpendicu-
lar to the average diJ'ection of the stream in the zone con-
sidered. In figure 9 to 11 , the starting contraction ratio 
given by one-dimensional theory has been indicated by 
o 
o 
r<'l 
(a) 
1/ :)03' 
----+]- .700 
f------- - 5.750 
--r 
--\- .700 
f-------- 5.750 
--'.--- - --- - ---- ---+-
.·R: 1.300 
5.750 
(a) 8. = 20°. 
FIGURE .-Central bodies te ted . (All dim ensions are in inches.) 
horizontal line. The corrcsponding value of th e cowling-
position parameter is called ej . The cowling-position 
parameter el * that correspond to the condition at which the 
conical shock is at the lip of the cowling has also been 
indicated by the vertical line . 
The models te ted had a maximum diameter of approxi-
mately l.83 inches, and the ('one ponding test R eynolds 
numbers r efen ed to the maximum diameter were about 
3.5 X I06 for 1\10=3 .30 and bet\yeen 3 and 3.5 X I06 for 
TvIach numbers of 2.45 and 2.75. This Reynolds number 
corl'esp::mds to that of a body having a diameter of 2.3 feet 
at an altitude of 70,000 feet. The te t- ection jet dimen ion 
were approximately 3 inches by 4 inche. All tests wel'e 
made in an open jet, with low-humidi ty air from a large 
prC' slll'ized tank. The pressure readings were recorded 
photographically from a precision pre sure-gage manometer. 
The maximum possible eITors of the measured valu e arc 
estimated to be of the order of 1 percent. 
haclowgraphs of the flow were obtained for various com-
bination of central body and cowling and various po ition 
of thC' central body with re pect to the cowling. 
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A ALYSIS A D DISC SSIO OF THE RESULTS 
THE MAX IMUM P R ESSU R E R ECOVERY AS A FU TION OF THE 
COWLING POSIT ION PA R AMETER 
For every combination of cowling and central body con-
idered, figme 12 to 23 give the maximum pres me recovelT 
obtained for different cowling-po it ion parameters for the 
three Mach numbers at which the te t were made. In order 
to di tinguish the flow conf-igmation for which the flow at 
the ntrance is still super onic from the configuration for 
which the flow at the entrance i subsonic (fig. 5), two dif-
ferent ymbols have been u ed in all the figme. The circle 
indicate points corresponding to configuration having super-
onic flow at the entrance of the diffuser, whereas the square 
sym boIs indicate points for which the flow in front of the 
inlet becomes sub onic. The second condition corresponds 
to a larger external drag. The existence of upersonic or 
subsonic flow at the entrance of the diffuser was determined 
by an analysis of the shadowgraph of the flow taken during 
the te ts . 
In all the figure giving the value of the maximum pressme 
recovery it a function of the cowling-position parameter 01 , 
two special values of 0, are indicated. They arc 0,* and O'e 
previously defined. For value of 0, less than 0, * the conical 
hock is ahead of the lip of the cowling ; therefore, an additive 
drag exi ts because the free-stream-tube diameter correspond-
ing to the internal flow is smaller than the diameter of the 
intake (ref. ]). This drag must be added to the external 
cowling pre m e drag for determining the total drag. For 
value of 01 equal to 01' larger than 0,* for points indicated 
by the circular symbol , the internal flow does not interfere 
with the external flow ; therefore, the total drag is equal to 
the driLg along the external surface of the cowling and is smiLli. 
The value of 01 indicates the po ition for which the starting 
e 
conditions of the internal diffuser given by the one-dimen-
sional theory are obtained. Therefore, for value,;; of 0, larger 
than Ol e and smaller than 01*, all external supersonic com-
pression (sq uare ymbols) is predicted by the ne-dimensional 
theory. The value of Ole has been determined by u ing the 
average ),Iach number between the lip of the cowling and 
at the surface of the cone and, thercfOl'e, loses signiflcance 
when the shock is inside the lip. In a few configurations 
expansion waves arc produced in front of the entrance of 
the inlet by the central body. In the determination of the 
value of 01 the expansion waves for these few cases have not 
been con i~l ered. 
For all the tests if the mas fiow wa decreased somewhat 
below the maximum pos ible value by throttling in the rear 
of the diffuser, an unstable condition occUl'red and strong 
vibration were found in the flow. These types of vibrations 
exi ted for all model,;; tested when the flow was choked in the 
rear of the dillu er and have al 0 been repol't2d previously 
in reference 3 ancl 4. The vibration Or unstable condition 
con e ponds to a fluctuation of the frontal shock and a varia-
tion of the internal ma s flo\\'. The e vibrations do not 
exist if t he flow at the entrance of the diffuser i sub onic 
becau e of tarting conditions when the mass flow is th 
maximum po ible but appeal' also in this ca e when the mass 
flow i clecrea ed by a large amount. ome variation of 
R eynolds number cloesnotaifect the phenom non of vibration. 
The value of the maximum pres Ul'e recovery are plotted 
in figure 12 a a function of 0, forg:=o. 733, O. 34, and O. 67 
for 0,=20° and tIl 4°,7° cowling. For~:= 0.733 (fig. ]2 (a» 
the internal contraction ratio is mall, and internal super-
onic fio\\- can therefore exi t for all M ach numbers. on-
sequently, the external drag i small, and the additive drag 
i zerO for 0, ",,33° or larger for all the te t Mach numbers. 
If the diameter of the central body increa es (fig. 12 (b) and 
12 (c», the pre ~ure l' coyery increa es until the internal 
contraction ratio becomes too large and all the upersonic 
compression is outside. The maximum pressure recovery 
obtainecl for this inlet configuration is about 0.71 for Mo= 2.45, 
0.63 for Mo= 2.75, and 0.54 for 1\10=3.30 for g :=o. 34. 
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The maximum pre ure recovery obtained for the cen tral 
body with 8.=20° and the 7°,10° cowling for ~:= 0.719 , 
0.8] 7, and o. 50 is pre ented in figure 13. The results are 
similar to those obtained fo r the 4°,7° cowling . The maxi-
mum pressure recovery obtained for Mo =3 .30 for ~;= O. 50 
is 0.54 (fig . ]3 (c)) . The internal flow is supersonic for a 
ceontration ratio slightly higher than the maximum con-
traction ratio considert;)d by one-dimensional theory . 
In fig1.l1'e 14 are pre ented ome result for the configurat ion 
with 8c= 22° and the 0°,2° cowling for ~:=0 .733 and 0.767 
at j\lo= 2.45. The contraction ratio of the configurat ion 
tested i larger th an the contraction allowed by th e tarting 
conditions so that the diffusers do not start. 
The maximum pressure r ecovery is plotted in figure 15 a 
a function of the cowling-position parameter for the central 
body with 8c= 22° and the 4°,7° cowling for ~;= 0.733 , 
0.767 , O. 00,0.834 , and o. 67. The flow at the lip i super-
sonic for ~:= 0.73 3 and 0.767 (fig. 15 (a) and 15 (b)) for 
all te t 11ach numbers , and maximum-pres m e-recovery 
values of 0.77 , 0.64 , and 0.42 are obtained for Mach numbers 
of 2.45, 2.75, and 3.30, re pcctively , with very low external 
drag. If the diameter of the central body increases, the 
maximum pressure recovery for higher Mach numbers in-
CJ'ca e , but th e Tange of 11ach number for which the flow 
at the lip is upcrsonic decreases. For ~;= O. 00 pTe sure-
recovery values of 0.67 and 0 .49 are obtl1ined for 1ach 
number of 2.75 and 3.30, re pectively (fig. 15 (c)), whereas 
for g ;=0.834 (fig . 15 (d)) , the pres 1.I1'e recovery for 1\110= 3.30 
is 0.56. If the ml1 flow is decreascd by about percent 
(fig. 15 (d)), a strong hock occur in front of the lip of the 
diffu er I1nd th e pressure recovery decreases lightly. A 
furth er increase in the diameter (fig. 15 (e)) doe not increase 
the pressure recovery. 
Figure 16 gives the values of the maximum pl'easure 
recovery for a configuration with 8c= 22° and the 7°, 10° 
cowling for centml-body-diamet.e r pl1rameters Db/D Z of 0.719 , 
0.752 , 0.784 , O. 17 , and 0.850 . For g ;=0.7] 9, 0.752, and 
0.7 4 (fig. 16 (a) to 16 (c) ) the flow in front. of the inlet can be 
super onic for all Mach numb ers consider ed. For ~;= 0 . 7 4 
for uper onic flow at the entrance, maximum-pre sm'e-
recovery valu e of 0.75, 0.67, and 0.45 are obtained for 
Ml1ch numbers of 2.45, 2.75, and 3.30, respectively (fig. 
16 (c )) ; whereas for ~:= O. 50 (fig . 16 (e)), a maximum 
pres m e recovery of 0.57 is obtained for Mo=3.30. The 
pressure reconry A1o= 2.45 for ~b= 0 .850 ia less than for 
g O= 0.752 (fig. 16 (b)); the flow in fr~nt of the inlet is subsonic 
in
l 
both cases, but for g ;=o. 50, 8t is far from 8z* and, 
therefore, some expan ion waye are produced by the central 
body in front of t he lip. 
FigUl'e 16 (a) , 16 (b) , 16 (d), I1ncl 16 (e) 11180 give ome 
value, of pressure recovery for reduced mass flow of the order 
of £) percent. For g ;=0.752 and .1\110=2 .45 (fig. 16 (b)) the 
~ 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
\ 
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mnximum pressure recovery is obtained when the mass flow 
is reduced and the normal shock is ahead of the cowling lip . 
These and similar data obtained in all the tests show that 
the losses due to boundary layer and the nece ity of internal-
flow stability have a ignificant effect on tbe pres ure 
recovery . Practically, it is not po sible by mcrea ing the 
back pre sure to put the normal hock ncar the throat, 
but it is nece sary to have supersonic flow to some extent 
in the divergent part of ehe diffuser . T ests have been 
made withou t varying the b!1ck pressure after the internal 
diffuser has tarted for inlet having high intemal contraction 
ratios. The maximum pre ure recovery that can be 
obtained in this condition for a Mach number of 3.3 is only 
slightly les (of the order of 2 or 3 percent) than the maximum 
that can practically be obtained by increasing the back 
pres m e after the diffuser has tarted, whereas the theoretical 
gain is of the order of 10 percent or larger. The data shown 
in figures 16 (a), 16 (b), and 16 (e) confirm the e resul ts. 
The r e ul t for a central body with oc= 25 ° and 0°,2° 
cowling for g :=0.733, 0.767 , and O. 00 are shown in fi gm e 17. 
The flow is ubsonic in front of the diffuser for all Mach 
mUIlbers and cowling-position parameters te ted because 
the How deviation across the shock is very largc (lS0 for 
1\1"0=3 .3) and the hock from the lip cannot be refl cctcd 
at the urface of the central body. 
Fio-me IS gives the re ults for oc= 25° and 4°,7° cowling for 
g ;=0.733, 0.767, O. 00, O. 34, 0.847, and O. 67. For 
g ;=0.733 and Mo= 2 .45 the entering flow is uper onic in the 
region of 0,= 0,*. For larger values of Db/Dt the entering 
flow is upcr onic only for values of Ot mu ch lower than OJ*' 
The maximum pres ure recovery for upersonic entrance 
flow is 0.76 (fi gs. IS (a) and 1 (b», wherea for subsonic 
entrance flow a value of O. SO is obtained (figs. 1 (c) and 
1 (d» . For 1\1 0= 2.75 the maximum pres m e recovery of 
0.67 occurs with ubsonic flow in front of the inlet for 
g b= O. 67 (fig. IS (f», whereas wi.tb supersonic flow at the en-
tr~nce the maximum pre sure recovery of 0.64is for g :=o. 00 
D (fig . 1 (c». For D ;=O' 47 (fig . 1 (e» the supC'l"nit ical 
condition has not been determined. 
For a central body with Oc= 25° and th e 7°,10° cowling, 
results are pre ented in figure 19 for g ;=0.719 , 0.752 , 0.784, 
O. 17, O. 30, and O. 50. For §~=0.719 and super onic flow 
at the entrance, a pressure recovery of 0.7 , 0.60, and 0.42 
has been obtained for 1\1 0 = 2.45 , 2.7 5, and 3.30, respectively . 
At a Mach number of 2.75 and for g ;=0.752 and 0.7 4 
(fig. 19 (b) and 19 (c», tbe pressure r ecovery is larger for 
sub onic flow in fron t of the inlet than for supersonic flow 
in front of the inlet. For g ;=o. 17 (fig. 19 (d» th e maxi-
mum pre sure recovery at 1\110=3 .30 is 0.53. When the 
mass flow i decreased, the shock moves ahead of the lip and 
the r ecovery drop3 to 0.51. As wa previously explained , for 
all cases in which reduced-mass-flow data. are given, the 
reduction of mass flow must be small and of the order of 
10 percent. For larger vari ations of mass flow, unsteady 
flow conditions have been found . 
In figure 20 are given the r esult for a central body with 
0<=30°, the 0°,2° cowling, anel g ;=0.767 and O.SOO for 
1\10= 2.45. For these conditions the flow in front of the 
inlet is ub onic. The contraction ratio is greater than the 
starting contraction ratio. 
The value of pressure recovery for a configuration with 
Oc=30° and the 4°,7° cowling for g ;=0.733, 0.767 , and 
O. 00 are given in figul"e 21. For Mach numbers of 2.45 
and 2.75 the reflection of the hock in ide th e inlet cannot 
occur anel , therefore, the flow in front of the inlee is ub-
onic. The reflection can occur for 1\1 0=3.30 . The maxi-
mum press me recovery obtained for .1110 = 2.45 is O. 2 and 
the maximum recovery for 1\110=3.30 i 0.46 (fig. 21 (c» . 
The results obtained for the central body with 0<=30° 
and the 7°, 10° cowling are given in figul"c 22 for g ;=0.719, 
0.752, and. 0.7 4. Because of the smaller intensity of the re-
flected shoc1 at the lip ofthecowling, the inl et can have internal 
super onic flow for M o= 2.75 (fig. 22 (b». At thi Mach 
number the pres ure recovery is highe L' with sub onic now 
at the en rance. 
Figure 23 shows the maximum pressure recovery a a 
function of the cowlino--position parameter for the inlet 
with large external compression. The maximum pressure 
r ecovC'l"i e obtained are O. 4, 0.72, and 0.54 for 1\1= 2.45, 
2.75, and 3.30, respectively. 
The analy is of all the cmves how that for Ot larger th9.n 
Otc and smaller than Ot * the flow in front of the inlet usually 
be Omes ub onic in agreement with one-dimen ion~l theory. 
(See fig . 12 (b), 12 (c), 13 (b), 1.3 (c), 15 (b) to 15 (e), 16 (c) 
to 16 (e), 1 (b) to 1 (d), and 1 (f).) Only in a few C~tSCS 
has a higher contraction ratio th a.n given by one-dimen-
sional theory been found. ee, for example, figme 12 (b) 
(Mo= 2.75 ), 13 (c) (Mo=3 .30), 15 (c) (Mo=2.75), 15 (d) 
(1\1"0= 2.75), an 1 15 (e) (Mo=3.30). The difference are 
very small and can be justified by the inaccuracy of deter-
mining the stream-tube area and the ~fach number in front 
of the entrance. For example, the increase in 1ach number 
due to the expan ion wave fr ;)m the central body ha not 
been considered. For some configuration , sub onic flow in 
front of the entrance ha been found when the co ntraction 
ratio i les' than the star ting contraction ratio. J n these 
case, ubsonic flow is due to the impo sibility of reHe ting 
the conical fi eld at the lip of the cowling or at the surface of 
the central body, as wa previou ly di cu cd. For exa mple, 
for the inlet with Oc= 25° and tbe 0°,2° cowling (fi g. 17) for 
M ach number of 2.45, 2.75 , and 3.30, the reA c ion of the 
hock i not po sible. 
Another example is given by the data in figure 19. The 
d f Do diffu er starts at 1\10= 2.45 , 2.75 , an 3.30 or D
1
= 0.719, 
-------- -------
-------
---------------------------~ 
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0.752, and 0.784, while ubsonic flow occurs in the zone of 81e 
D for D:=O. 17, 0.830, and 0.850. For the e large cent ral-
body diamet er th e diffu or starts for lower valu es of 8/. 
Thi rcsul t can be explained by the follm\rjng considera-
tio n. For larger value of Db/DI the Mach numbcr and the 
dil'ection of the stream in fron t of the inlet are clo er to the 
cond ition on the surface of the cone; therefor e, the refl ect ion 
of th e hock on th e central bod:v is less likely to occur. How-
cver , when the value of 01 is mall , expansion waves are 
produced by the ccn tral body in fron t of the inlet , 0 t ha t 
the possibility of refl ection is increa ' ed. The pressure 
recovery obtained ,,·hen the flow in front of the lip is ubsonic 
is in orne case largcr t11an t he maximum calculated theor et i-
cally on the basis of compression across th e conical sh ock 
and a normal hock in front of the cowling . Thi r esult is 
uncxpect ed because the subsonic diffuser also produce some 
losse. hadowgraphs of the phenomena, discu sed sub-
sequently, give an explanat ion of these results. The com-
prcssion in front of th e inlet occurs across a lambda shock 
produced by th e boundary layer at the surface of th e cone. 
Thereforc, the sh ock losse for th e compres ion in front of 
the inlet are mu ch malleI' than acros a ingle normal hock . 
F or super onic {io\\' in front of the inlet the maximum 
pres ure recovery incr eases when 81 increases because the 
in ternal contraction ratio increases. When 81 is larger than 
81*, t he conical. shock en ters the inlet and expansion waves 
are produced locally at the lip of the cowling ; therefore the 
in cr ease of 01 produces an increase of l1ach number in fron t 
of the inl et together with an increase in contraction rat io. 
The two vari ations h ave opposite effects on pre sm e re-
covery; therefo re increasing 01 beyond 01* 'an provide eithcr 
an increase or a decrease in pre ure recovery. For sub onie 
fl ow in froot of th e inlet wh en 01 incr aases, the pre ure 
recovery tends t o decr ease b cause the normal shock moves 
in the clil'ection of the apex of the cone. 
A few test of a variable-geometry inlet wer e mad e b~' 
moving the position of the cen tral body after sup er onic flow 
into the inlet had been establish ed . With the conical shock 
ahead of the lip, the change in po it ion of the ccntral body 
permi tted a v ariat ion of th internal contraction rat io becau e 
the diameter of the cntering tream tube, anel therefore the 
internal contraetion rat io, changed . T ests werc performed 
for inlets of cone emiangle of 20°, 22°, and 25° and the 
4°,7° and 7°, 10° cowlings at Maeh number of 2.45 and 3.30 
for differen t cen tral-body diameter . N o difference in the 
value of the maxinmm pre sur e r ecovery wa found . The 
impossib il ity of obtaining higher pressure re overy with till 
scheme can be attribu ted to the distUl'bances in the ub onic 
r cO'ion , which ii,'(Cs the value of the minimum :Mach Dumber 
that is practical in the divergent region of the difl'u er in 
order to h ave table conditions. However , th e possibility 
of a small regulation of th e position of th e central body can 
be very importan t in practical applications for two reason , 
L~ _____ ~. _________ _ 
--~------------
The motion of the cen tral body permi ts the changing of th e 
internal contraction ratio and ther efore p l)rmits th e use of the 
best po ible configurat ion at every ::'Iach number . The 
best configuration is the configuration of minimum drag and 
higbc t pre ure recovery. For example, in figure 16 (e) 
the optimum 01 for M o=3.30 i about 31°, wher eas for 
1\1 0= 2.45 and 2.75 the optimum 81 is about 29 °. 
For a given Mach number a movement of the central body 
permits a regru ation of th e dimension of the internal stream-
tube diameter and thu permits upersonic flow at the 
en trance also for reduced mass flow. For example, from 
figure 19 (f), at 1\110=3 .30, ch anging 81 from 33 .4° to 31.5° 
permit a 14-percent r edu ction in ma flow to be obtained 
with intemal supersonic flow. The motion of the central 
body would be 0.015 t ime the di ameter of the cowling. 
uch a r egulat ion of ma s flow can bc very useful in order to 
meet desir ed Hight requ irement . ome of the configurations 
have been tcs ted at small anglcs of attack (1 ° and 2°) and 
no c angcs have becn fo und in the value of pre sure 
recovcry . 
TH E E t' FE CT O F TH E CON E - AN GL E P AR AM E T E R 0 THE 
M AX IMUM PRESS RE RE CO VERY O BT AI N ED 
Figurc 12 to 22 give the maximum pre ure r ecovery 
obtained for the Mach numbers con idered for every cen tral-
body di ameter and cowlin O' t ested. The highest maximum 
valuc obtaincd for O'iven values of Db/D 1, Mach number, 
and cowling have been plotted in figure 24 to 26 a a function 
of the cone scmiangle. (For pm'po c of clari ty, a clist inction 
i nc('e sary in the use of the term " maximum," sinc all 
p rcs ure r ecoveI'il' are maximum yalllC for the configura-
t ion te ted. H ereinaftcr , thei'cfore, the term "highc t 
prcs m c recovery" rcfers to the hiO'bc t maximum valu e.) 
Ever. point on the cur ves cOlTesponds to a differ en t cowling-
position param eter , the valuc of " 'h ich can be determin cd 
from figure 12 to 22. 
Figure 24 givc the valu e of the highest prcssure recovcry 
obtained a a function of the cone semiangle for a Mach 
number of 3.30 for the 4°,7 0 and 7°, 10° cowling . A maxi-
mum highe t pr CSSlU'e r ecovery of 0.56 h as been obtained 
for Oe= 22° and g:=o. 34 for the 4°,7° cowling (fig. 24 (a)). 
For th is condit ion 01 i larger than 81*; therefore, the external 
drag is low. If th e value of Db/Dl decreases, the maximum 
internal contr action dccreases and, therefor e, the value of 
the h ighc t prCSSUl'e r ecovery for a givcn cone angle decrea es . 
'rhe maximum value of pres ure recovery for low value of 
Db/Dl in rease a the cone angle increa e. This v ariat ion 
is 100' icai because as the value of 8e increa es the Mach number 
at the inlet decreases and the contraction ratio r equired in 
order to obtain high recovery decrcasc. Th e highest pres-
sure recovery i ob tained for a cone semiangle of about 22 °. 
The cOl'l'esponding in ternal contraction ratio i th e maximum 
valu e of contraction r atio permit ted by the tart ing condi-
tions (fig. 10 (b)). If the inclinat ion of the cowling-lip angles 
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is increased, the shapes of the C1ll've are not greatly affected . 
The value of highest pressw'e r ecovery ob tain ed a a fun c-
tion of the cone semiangle for a Mach nwnber of 2.75 for the 
4°:7° a.nd 7°,10° cowlings arc hown in figm c 25 (a) and 
25 (b) for supersonic entrance flow and in figLu'e 25 (c) and 
25 (d) for ub onic entrance flow . FigW'e 25 (a ) give the 
highest pre W'e l' covery obtained (0.67 ) for upersonic 
en trance flow for the 4°,7° cowling. The value occm for 
8e "" 22° at a n internal contraction ratio neal' the maximum 
po ible for the tar ting condi tion . FigW'e 25 (b) gives 
similar re lUtS for the 7°,10° cowliner. Figm e 25 (c) give 
the values of highe t pre sure recovery ob tained as a fLlllction 
of the cone emiangle for the 4°,7° cowling with ub onic 
entrance flow. The highest pre sure recovery ob tain ed is 
0.6 for 8e= 22° for D b/D I of 0.834 and 8e=30° for D b/D I of 
O. 00. Figme 25 (d) shows r e lUt imilar to figme 25 (c) 
for the 7°,10° cowling. The highe t pre sW'e r ecovery ob-
tained i of the order of 0.69 for D b/D I of O. 50 and 8e ""25°. 
Figmes 26 (a) and 26 (b) give the value of highes t pressm e 
recovery obtained at M o= 2.45 as a function of the cone emi-
angle for different body-diameter parameters for th e 4°,7° 
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and 7°,10° cowling wiLh uper onic en trance flow. The 
maximum highest pres LU'e recovery obtained for the 4°,7° 
cowling i 0.77 for 8e "" 23°. For the 7°,10° cowling the 
maximum highest pre ure r ecovery of 0.7 is obtained for 
8e= 25°. For 8c=30° supersonic flow at the entrance is no t 
possible. Po ibly lightly higher values of pre Ul'e 1'e-
cov I'Y could be ob tained for 8c=26° to 27°. The re ul t 
show that the optimum cone emiangle decrea e slierhtly 
when the ::'I1ach number increa e and, in the r ange of r.fach 
number con idered, is in the range of 22° to 25° for up 1'-
sonic en tranc flow. FigLu'es 26 (c) and 26 Cd) give the 
highe t pressw'c recovery ob tained with sub onic flow a t the 
enLrance. pre w'e recovery of O. 2 ha been ob tained for 
8e=30° with Lhe 4°,7° cowling and of O. 0 for 8e= 25° wi th the 
4°,7° and 7°,10° cowling . 
HIGHEST PRESSURE RECOVERY OBTAINED AS A FUNCTIO 
OF THE CE TRAL-BODY-DIAMETER PARAMETER 
The data from figlU'cs 12 to 22 have been cro -plotted 
and, for a specific 1Iach number, the highe t pressure recov-
ery obtained for every emi one angle and cowling combina-
tion ha b en plotted a a fun ction of the cen tral-body-
diameter parameter (figs. 27 to 32) . FigW'e 27 to 32 give 
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FIGURE 25.- Highe t pressure recovery obtained as a function of conc 
scmianglc for \·arious ccntral-body-diamcter parameters for JIJo= 2.75. 
lhe highesL pres m e recovery for a pecifie ::'Iach number and, 
in addiLion, for the same cowling-po ition parameters ob-
Lained for the peciftc}, (ach number con idered, the maxi-
mlUn pres UTe recovery (not neee arily the highest) for the 
other Mach nWllbel's of the te t. The points ind icaLed in 
the figure arc not neces al'ily experimen Lal point , but the 
square and circle ymbols arc till used in order to dis-
tinguish Lhe con li tion for which the flow is super onic at the 
enLrance of the diffu er (circle ymbols) from Lhe cond i Lions 
for which Lhe flow at the enLrance is ubsonic ( q ual'e sym-
bol ). In tbe figmes the centra l-body-diameter paramete r 
for which the conical hock is at the lip of the cowling 
(8,= 8, *) is again hown by Lhe ver tical mark. The relative 
position of 8, with respect to 8,* i also indicated. For 
values of the cen tral-body parameter eq ual to or less Lhan 
this val ue , the conical hock is inside the cowling and, Lhere-
fore, the extern al drag j mall and the internal m ass flow is 
Lhe maximum po sible because the free- tream tube thaL 
enters Lhe cowling i equal to the cro section of the en trance 
of the inlet. When Db/D I i larger than the value corre-
sponding Lo 01*, the coni al hock i in fron t of the lip and , . 
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therefore, the external drag is larger becau e an additive 
drag eAi Ls (ref. 1), and the ma s flow i les than the maxi-
mum pos ible for Lhe entrance cross ecLion considered. The 
ent ring rna s flow for the supersonic entrance condi t ion 
can be easily deLcrmined from the analysis of conical flo \\". 
FigLLre 27 gives the highe t pressure recovery obtained at 
a ::'Iach number of 3.30 a a fun ction of the cenLral-bocly-
d iameler parameLer for the 4°,7° cowling and semicone angles 
of 2 0, 22°, 25°, and 30°. For 1\!{o = 3.30 and the 20° or 22° 
cone's, a maximLUn value of pressuJ"e recovery of 0.56 i ob-
La ined for~: ~ 0.84 , which COlTe ponds to the value for 8,* . 
IiVhen Lbe value of Db/D, clecrease , Lhe pressure l' covery 
clecrea e. For lower ::'1ach numbers, however , upersonic 
flowcanbee Lablishedinthedifrus r atvalue of Db/D,<O. 4. 
~imi lal' resulLs for the 7°,10° cowling are hown in figme 2 . 
For this cowling Lhe maximum pre ure recovery al 0 occlIr 
a round values of ~~= o. 4. 
:B igLu'e 29 gives the highe t pressure recovery ob tained a 
a function of the central-bociy-diameter parameter at a M ach 
nLUnber of 2. 75 for the 4°,7° cowling and for 8c=200, 22°, and 
--- ... -----~- -- -
- ------- ----- -- - -
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D 25°. For D: ~ o. 0 and 8<= 22° a pre sme recovery of 0.67 is 
obtained with low external drag, since this value of Db/Dl 
corresponds to 81* for this Mach number. At a Mach num-
ber of 3.30 for the arne configmation the pre sure recovery 
i 0.50 (fig . 29 (b)). Similar re uIt at a Mach number of 
2.75 for the 7°,10° cowling are given in figme 30. At a :;Vlach 
nwnber of 2.75 and 8c= 22°, a pre sme r ecovery of 0.6 j 
obtained for ~:=0.80 and at a Mach number of 3.30 the pres-
sme recovery for the same configuration become 0.50. 
A similar analysis h as been made for a Mach number of 
2.45. Figure 31 gives the highest pressure recovery obtained 
as a function of the central-body-diameter parameter for the 
4°,7° cowling and semicone angles of 20°,22°, 25°, and 30°. 
D For 8c= 22° and D:=0.77, the pressure recovery for M o= 2.45 
is 0.77 and th e corresponding recoveries at lvlo=2.75 and 
3.30 are 0.65 and 0.47, respectively, with very low external 
drag. With subsonic flow in front of the inlet for ~;~ O. 0, 
pre ure recoveries of O. ° and 0.82 have been obtained with 
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FIGURE 25.-Concluded. 
emicone angle of 25° and 30°, 1"e pectively. 
-
- -< 
-; 
30 32 
Figure 32 gives similar results for the 7°,10° cowling for 
emicone angle of 20°, 25°, and 30° at a Mach number of 
2.45 . At ~: ~ o. 0 and supersonic entrance flow, pressw'e 
recoveries of 0.77,0.67, and 0.51 have been obtained for 1ach 
number of 2.45,2.75, and 3.30, r espectively. 
MAXIM UM PRESSURE R ECOVE RY AS A FU CT/o OF MAC H NUM B ER 
A typical variation of pre sme recovery as a function of 
Mach number for a can tant-g ometry inlet is shown in 
figure 33. rrhe typical configura ion has a emicone angle of 
° h 4° ° 1· Do 0 34 d 8 32 2° P t f th 22 ,t e ,7 cow mg, 
1
= . , an 1= .. ar 0 e 
curve cOl'l'esponds to subsonic flow in front of tb e inlet and 
part of the curve corresponds to supersonic flow in front of 
the inlet. 
The highe t values of pressm e recovery obtained from all 
the configUl'ations tested are shown in figUl'e 34. For com-
parison the preSSUl'e recovery for th e inlet with all internal 
compres ion (ref. 2) is also shown. 
Figurc 35 gives th e optimum values of kinetic energy 
I 
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FIGURE 26.- Highest pressure recovery obtained as a fun ction of co ne 
scm ian gle for various ccntral-body-diameter parameters for 1110= 2.45. 
reco" cry of all the configuration tested and of the diffuser 
reported in reference 2. The values have been calculated by 
u ing the information in figure 34 and th e expre sion (rd. 2): 
OPTI C AL OBSERVATIONS OF THE no w P H ENOME A A BOUT T H E I N LETS 
The shadowgraphs taken for every test point give a further 
indication of the flow ph enomena about an inlet. rrhus, a 
comparative analysis of the external dra g of the different 
configurations can be made. In figures 36 to 39 some 
shadowgraphs for the configurations tested are shown. 
Figure 36 gives the shadowgraphs for 00 = 25°, the 7°,10° 
cowling, and ~:= 0 . 8 17 for different valu e of 0) at the con-
dition of maximum pressure r ecovery for 1\-1=3 .30 . Th(\ 
shadowgraph in figure 36(a) for 0)=3 1° shows supersonic 
flo\v at the entrance, whereas figure 36(b) for the same 0) 
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sho"-s sub onic flow at the en trance with reduced mas flow 
(fig . 19 Cd)) . Th e difference in the curvature of the external 
shocks in th e external flow indicate ' that the drag is large 
for subsonic entrance-flow condi tions. When Ol becomes 
34.1 °, the conical shock enters t he cowling and the external 
drag become vcry small. Figure 36(d) corresponds to a 
Oz of 35.4° with the conical shock still farther in the inlet. 
Figures 36(e) and 36(£) correspond to a Oz of 35.9°. Bo th 
haclowgraphs how a strong shock in front of the lip. 
Figure 36(d) corre pond to the maximum possible mass 
flow in th e inlet, whereas figure 36 (e) corresponds to a slightly 
reduced ma s flow, before the flow vibrations tart. When 
the masa :flow is reduced, the strong hock increases in 
intensity (fig. 36(f)). Figures 36(g) and 36(h) show similar 
results for 0) =36.6°. The shadowgraphs in figures 36 (b), 
36(f), 36(g), and 36(h) show the existence of the )ambda 
shock at the surface of the cone. 
Figure 37 shows the shadowgraphs at a Mach number of 
2.75 for 00 = 20°, the 7°,10° cowling, and ~;=(t. 17 for dif-
.~ 
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ferent values of 8, at the condition of maximum pressure re-
covery. The te ts were made at a 10 angle of attack. The 
corresponding values of pre sure r ecovery as a function of 
the co wling-posit ion parameter are o-iven in figure ] 3 (b) . 
Figures 37 (a) to 37 (c) correspond to conditions where the 
flow at the entrance is supersonic. Figure 37 (f) corresponds 
to a 8, of 29.9 0 for which sub onic flow exists in front of the 
inlet. The strong compression in front of th e inlet produces 
a separation at the surface of the central body and, there-
fore, the shock ncar th e sUl'face appears as a lambda shock. 
The eparation is visible in the shadowgraph. 
Figure 3'" shows the shadowgraph at a Mach number of 
2.45 for Oc= 22°, the 7°, ] 0° cowling, and ~;= 0 . 752 for dif-
ferent values of 8, and at an angle of attack of 2°. The 
corresponding values of pressure recovery are given in figure 
16 (b) for zero angle of attack. For a 2° angle of attack the 
values of pressure recovery do not change. Figure 3 (b) 
corresponds to 0, =35.7° and super oni c flow at the entnmce, 
whereas figure 38 (c) cor-respond to the same 0, but with a 
r educed rna s flow. The photograph shows that when the 
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flow into the inlet is subsonic, the flow phenomena a.rc 
trongly clissymmetrical with respect to the a:-.-is of the inlet. 
Thi large dissymmetry of the flo,,- always occms for ub-
sonic entrance flow when a mall geometric eli symmetry 
exist. This discontinu ity produce a variation of external 
aerodynamic properties of t he body a,nd the variation ocelli' 
di continuou ly when th e trong hock jump in front of the 
inlet. In order to avoid di continuit ie of the internal and 
external aerodynamic characteristi's of the inlet, the inlet 
mu t be de igned in uch a manner that uper onic internal 
£low can be maintained over all the range of po sible angles 
of attack. Figme 3 (eL) correspond to a 0, =34.4° and u-
per onic flow at the entrance, wherea figures 3 (e) and 38 (f) 
corre pond to a 8, of 35 .1 0 with uper onic and subsonic flow 
at the entrance, 1'0 p etively. The pres ure recovery for tho 
condition of ub onic flow at the entrance hown in figure 
38 (f ) is larger than for the condit ion shown in figure 3 (0); 
however , as can be eon by the hock configuration, the ex-
ternal drag is larger for tho condition of subsonic fio'L In 
figure 3 (f) the lambda hock and the separation of the flow 
from the upp er urface can be seen. 
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Figures 39 (a) to 39 (d) present orne shadowgraphs for the 
inlet with laro-e external compression at a Mach number of 
3.30 and different values of 8! and at a Mach number of 
2.75 and 8, = 30.5°. The pre sure recovcry (lftta for this 
configuration arc pro ented in figure 23. For comparison 
figurcs 39 (e) to 39 (1) show hock configurations for inlct · 
designed for low external compression and having uper-
sonic or sub onic flow at the entrance. Figure 39 (a) cor-
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FH1 HE 35.-0ptirnum kin etic-encrgy eflicicncy obtained from all 
con fi guration tested. 
(b) 8Z = 31° 
(reduced mass floW) . 
(f) 87. = 35.9° 
(reduced mass flow). 
responds to a cowling-po ition parameter of 2 .9° and a 
maximum pressure r ecovcry of 0.49 . Figure 39 (b) co)'-
1'C pond to a cowling-po it io parameter of 30° and a 
maximum prc m e recovery of 0.54. Figure 39 (c) corrc-
sponds to a cowling-po ition pa.J.'ametcl' of 30.3° and a pre -
Sll),O recovClY of 0.54 . From an analy is of the three 
photographs it can be oen that th e compression i more 
effi cient in figure 39 (a); ho,,"e'\' e)', the pre ure recovery, bc-
cau e of th c prcsence of the boundary layer, is less than th e 
max imum value obtained ,,"hen all tho super onic compre -
sion OCCllI'S in front of the cconci. deviation on the ccntral 
body. All the rcsults of thesn test show t.hat the ph e-
nomena in the boundary layer are of fundamental impor-
ta nce in. t.he de ign of upe]' onic clifru crs. The formation 
of lambda hock . corns to incrcR e t he ,' alue of the pre SUl'e 
rocovery if t he cpara,t ion fol l0wing the shock is . mall. 
\Yhen t,he lambda shock i foll owcd by large separation and 
the n1.kc fills a large part of th e entrancc region, the pre Ul' 
recover~r dccreascs. Thc bOltncla.ry-layer scparation is also 
r ela i eel t.o the flu ctuation of the u bsonic stream. Til e e 
fluctuations a.re vcry importa n t from a consideration of 
stahili t), of flow, bccause a shock of ome strength is re-
quired in order to han tabi li ty. ' l hi shock limits the 
valu e of t.he maximum prc Ul'e r('cove1.':\' tbat can be 011-
tainecl f r a given :r.Iach nUl bcl'. Figurc 39 (d) i::; the 
shadowgraph at. a ~Iach numbcr of 2.75 and 81=30.5° 
Figurc 39 (c) is a shadowgmph for comparinG' the (low 
configUl':1,t ion for an inlet. bfwing a emiconc angle of 22 °, 
(h) 8l = 36.6° 
( r educed mass flow), 
FroU H E 36.- hadowgraph of inlet configuration for 11 .= 25°, the 7°,10° cowling, and 
Db/D/= O. 17 for diff rcnt values of IJ, for 1lIo=3.30. 
(The corre ponding values of p re sure recovery are gi l'C ll in fig. 10 (d).) 
~ .. -.--~-- ---.-- - - -._- - - - --- ~ -_. - -
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7°, 10° cowling, 01=31.4° , and ~-:= O. 5, and a pressure re-
covery of 0.56 , with the flow phenomena of figutes 39 (a) 
to 39 (c) . Figure 39 (f) i ~ a shadowgraph of an inlet, with 
Oc= 20 0, the 4°,7° cowling, and g~= 0.867 for a 1ifach number 
of 3.30. The pre sure l'N'OYCl'Y j 0.53. A hadowgl'aph 
for the same cowling and cent-ral body combination bllt 
01=30° is hown in figure 39 (g). For thi configuration 
tbe pressure recovery is 0.51 (fig. 12 (c» . In figuJ'es 39 (f) 
and 39 (g) the lambda ho 'k i clearly shown, Figure 
39 (h) hows a shadowgrarh at 11fo=2.75 for the inlet havinO' 
a scmicone anO'le of 22°, the 4°,7° cowling, g ;=o. 00 and 
8,=32.9°, The pl'(\SS1lJ'(' l'eCOyery for this configuration 
i 0.67. 
From the analy is of the shadowgraphs ome inclication 
for explaining the pheoomena of vibration can be obtained. 
The vibrations occur only when the flow in the internal part 
of the diffuser i all subsonic. For thi condition the disturb-
anc s from the sub onic part ca n be transmitted upstream. 
The vibrations OCCLll' when cparation produced by the 
tl'ong hock in front of thc inlet exists at the urface of the 
Onf'. Any variation of th£' po ition of the point of epara-
tion changes the position of the shock in front of the inlet 
an 1 the dimen ion of the wake at the entrance of the cliffu er 
and , thorefore, the mass flow entering the inlet. To a 
variation of ma s flolV there corresponds a variation of back 
pressur at tho end of the diffuser wh ich is transmi tted 
up tream and thu produce a vibration. The inten ity of 
the vibration cern to depend upon the inten ity of the 
separation and docs not exist jf the separation i very small. 
The vibrations cern to be reduced if the po i tion of the 
point at which the separation begins is fixed by the geomet-
rical construction of the inlet. 
co CLUSIO S 
From the analysis of the aerodynamic cri tel'ia of the 
design of upersonic inlet and from the analy is of the 
exp Ol'imen ta,] results, the IollowiJ1 O' conclu ions can be 
obtained: 
1. The inlet with external compres ion pel'mi t a larger 
pros ure recovery than the inlets wi th all internal corripres-
ion. For practical problem at low frC'e-stream Mach num-
bel (of the order of 1.4 to 2.0) thC' supersonic compression 
can be obtained entirely out ide the inlet without a large 
increa e in external drag. For free- tream .Mach numbers 
of the order of 3.0, in practical problC'ms, the maximum 
L-56883 
(f) BZ = 29.9°, 
FIGURE 37.- Shadowgraphs of inlet configuration for 11,= 20°, the 7°, 10° cowling, and D b/D I= 0.817 for different values of III for Mo = 2.75. 
(The corresponding value of pre, slire recovery are given in fig. 13 (b) .) 
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cross section of the body which contains the inlet can be of 
the arne order of magnitude as the cross section of the free-
stream tu be used for the internal flow . In this ca e the use 
of all external com pre sion prod uces a very large increase of 
external drag and the increase in efficiency obtained is not 
justified when the external drag is considered. 
2. A practical solu tion requires a good compromise between 
the increasc of pressure recovery and the increase of external 
drag due to the external compression . When the external 
compres ion i reduced and the free-stream Mach number 
is large, i t is convenient to use an internal supersonic diffuser 
in order to increa e the pre sure recovery. With a good 
combination of external and internal upersonic compre sion, 
pres ure recoveries of the order of those obtained with very 
large external compre sion have been obtained. In this 
case, the corre. ponding external drag is red uced. 
3. The maximum pos ible contraction ratio in order to 
starL the internal super onic diffuser has been found to cor-
respond e enLiaIly Lo the value given by one-c1imen ional 
theory. The increa e of the value of the intern al contraction 
ratio obtaincd by u ing variable geometry does not increase 
the pres me 1"eeovel".\", because of the cli Lm'bances from the 
(0) BZ = 32 . 5~ 
subsonic diffu er. An increase in co ntraction ratio does no t 
correspond to an increase in prpssure recovery, becau e the 
Mach number at which the fI w in the divergent diffuser 
pass from supersonic to sub onic :Ylach numbers i not 
fixed by the Mach number at tihe minimum ection bu t i 
fixed by stability cri teria. Also for constant geomeLty, Lhe 
shock OCCID'S at somewhat higher :;\hch numbers than that 
at the till·oat. The test have shown that uper onic flow 
can be established in ide the inlet if the contraction ratio i 
fixed by a consideration of the s tarting condition and if the 
shape of the channel permits refl ection of the sho k boLh 
from the lip and from the smfaee of the central body. 
4. Experimental results sho,," that the boundary layer 
along the mface of the cen tral ody has a large influence on 
the valu e of the pre sure recovery which can be obtained . 
At h igh ~lach number , if a strong compre sion occur along 
Lhe lITface of the central body, a separation can be produced 
whi ch reduce the pressure recover \' gain expected by a large 
external eompre sion. 
5. On Lhe basis of the consLanL-geometry configurations 
anu.lyzcd, un Lablc condition hnve bccn found in the flo \\", 
when Lhe inlerna.l mass flow wa reduc ed omewhat from the 
(c) Bl = 35.7° 
(reduced moss flow). 
(e) BZ = 35. 1°. (f) 8Z = 35.1° 
(reduced mass flow) . 
FWURE 3 .-Shadowgrapbs of inlet configuration for 0,= 22° , the 7°,10° cowling, and D b/DZ= 0.752 for diff rent valuc3 of Oz for 1\1/0= 2.45. 
(The corre ponding values of pressure recovery are given in fig. 16 (b).) 
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maximum value pos ible. In order to avoid flow discon-
t inuities, the inlets mu t be designed to have entering 
supersonic flow for the range of angles of attack to be used. 
6. For a Mach number of 3.30 a pressw-e recovery of 0.57 
has been obtained with a configw-ation having very low 
external drag. At Mach numbers of 2.45 and 2.75, mau-ximum 
pre sure recoveries of 0.7 and 0.67, respectively, have been 
obtained with the configw-ations having low external draO' 
a compared with 0.84 and 0.72 , respectively, with configu-
rations having high external drag. 
LA GLEY A E RO AUTI CAL LABORATORY, 
A'l' IO NAL ADVISORY OMMITTE E FOR A ERON A U TICS , 
LA TGLE Y FIELD, VA., August 13, 1948. 
(0) 8l = 28.9°; 
M = 3.30. 
(b) 8l = 30°; 
M = 3.30. 
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M = 3.30. 
(d) 8l = 30.5°; 
M = 2 .75. 
Lorge external compression. Data from figure 23. 
(e) 8l = 3 1.4°; 
M = 3.30; 
8e = 22°; 
7°, 10° cowling. 
(f) 8l = 31.4°; 
M = 330· . ,
8e = 20°; 
4°,7° cowling . 
(g) 8 l = 30°; 
M = 3.30; 
8e = 20°; 
4°,7° cowling. 
Sma ll external compression. 
(h) 8l = 32.9°; 
M = 3.30; 
8e = 22°; 
7°, 10° cowling. 
FIGURE 39.- Shadowgraph of in let con figurations with large and small external compression at 1\10= 3.30 and 1\10= 2.75. 
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